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Abstract. This arti cle provides a diagnostic of a major structura l problem of environmental law before suggesting a way 
lo address it. The problem is that environmental law, even avant la le/Ire, was and remains designed as a law of negative 
externaliti es: a body of laws fundamentally organized so as lo minimize interference with the underlying transaction while 
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allocative efficiency but as a means of steering socio-economic processes in directions that are more likely to avoid an 
irreversible change in Earth System dynamics. 
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Theorising environmental law faces two main 
types of challenges. The first type revolves around 
the necessary challenges faced by any intellectual 
inquiry. The second type is perhaps much more 
di fficull: it concerns the relevance of Lhc theoretical 
enterprise, al a very prosaic level - whether the 
theory provides a fairly accurate account of reality -
but also al more complex levels - whether the 
theory sets a direction o f travel that makes it 
realistic, effective and/or fair. 

The decade between 2020 to 2030 is, by many 
accounts, criticall y important for our ability to set a 
new course on how human activity, as a force u f 
geologica l proportions, is affecting the Earth 
System. Environmental law features prominently 
among the human technologies through which such 
new course could be achieved. Jn the present 
circumstances, the relevance of theory 1s a 
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particularly press ing and important imperati ve and, 
the more pressing it is, the more difficult is Lo 
develop a theory that makes realism, effectiveness 
and fairness converge. 

The purpose of this article is to outline not a 
theory of environmental law and policy but a 
diagnostic of what we see as the main problem and, 
hopefully, a reali stic, effective and fa ir reframing of 
this technology. We will attempt Lo make one po int 
as clearly as possible: environmental law, even 
avant la Lettre, was and remains designed as a law of 
negative externalities that is a body of laws 
fundamentally organised so a to minimise 
interference with the underl y ing transaction while 
mitigating its negative externalities. 

This wa so even before the theory of 
externalities emerged. Already in the 1800s, law 
adopted to reduce industrial pollution and nuisance 
were designed Lo preserve production proces es. 
From this broader vantage point, it matters little 
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whether the des ign of the law makes them 
'command-and-control' regulation or economic 
'corrective ' instruments. In both cases, the core of 
the transaction was preserved. That same s ituation 
prevail s today. When modern environmental law 
emerged in the second half of the twentieth century, 
finer-grained approaches were developed within this 
overall framing. 

By the time the 1972 Stockholm Conference on 
the Human Environment was convened, as 
environmental law and policy gained traction at 
both the domestic and international levels, the focus 
was on the competing approaches of ' regulation' or 
market-based instruments (taxes and later trading 
schemes) based on the polluter-pays principle, 
alongside with new versions of the old injury-based 
approaches (tort litigati on) and some emerging 
informatio n-based approaches (in formation 
gathering and monitoring, environmental impact 
assessments and , increasing ly, public participation 
broadly understood). But even in their most 
sophisticated forms, all these approaches 
underpinning environmental law and policy make it, 
essentially, a law of negative ex ternalities or, in 
other words, a law focussing on the mitigation of 
otherwise lawful and often e ncouraged production 
and consumption processes. 

The scale and urgency of the unfolding 
environmental cri sis has now made the critique of 
this hierarchy (of the economy over environmental 
protection) more powerful. Thi5, critique has long 
ex isted , in very different forms, some highly 
questionable in their radical, authoritarian and/or 
unreali stic leanings, but the climate cri sis has made 
part of their message more credible and effective. 
Yet, the socia l technology we call environmental 
law remains s tructured as well as embedded in a 
broader legal structure (e.g., sovere ign equality, 
economic freedoms, etc.) which sets fundamental 
bounds to more intrus ive inroads into the 
transaction. To mention only climate change, it is 
striking that something as widely acknowledged to 
be harmful as emissions of greenhouse gases is 
unquestionably lawful and merely, indeed loosely, 
controlled. The reason for that is quite compelling, 
namely that the processes that sustain our way of 
life since the industrial revolution are based on 
technologies (associated with the use of fossil fuels) 
that emit g reenhouse gases. Thus, the normative 
fairness dimensio n of relevance, alone, does not 
seem e nough to prompt a legal intrusion into the 
core of the transaction . 

Whal then maybe enough? We hope to answer 
this question by moving from the diagnostic to the 
therapeutic aspects. More specificall y, we will 
di scuss an understanding of how the very 
transactions can be made to change so that the core 
transaction protected by legal organisation is no 
longer an economically useful process with a 
potentia lly negative environmental footprint, but 
one that, by its very nature, does not require 
intrusion into its core. Such understanding ex ists, 1 

but it is not yet refl ected in environmental law. 
Indeed, envi ronmental law remai ns the law of 
negative externalities and the most it is expected to 
do is to be 'effi cient' . At the root of the problem of 
environmental law as a technology lies an inaccurate 
framing based on allocative 'efficiency '. As long as 
this framing remains, the very opportunities, 
including economic ones, of moving away from the 
processes that may cause an irreversible (in a human 
timescale) change in the dynamics of the Earth 
System will simply remai n outside of our radar. 

In this contribution, we briefly fl esh out thi s 
overall point. We first describe the framing of 
environmental law as the law of negative 
externalities, even before the theory of ex ternalities 
was developed (I). Then we discuss some strands of 
the normative - legal - critique against the 
prioritisation of economic processes over 
e nvironmental protection (II). Finally, we di scuss an 
a lternative theoretical basis for environmental law 
as a technology that abandons the framing of 
allocative efficiency and focuses on steering 
socio-economic processes in directions that are 
more likely to avoid an irreversible change in Earth 
System dynamics (ill). 

1. A Persistent Mis-Framing 

IL may seem odd and largely unintuitive to 
consider that the crude regulations aimed to tame 
industrial pollution in the nineteenth century have 
anything to do with the sophisticated market 
mechanisms still advocated by environmental 
economists in 2020 as the most 'effic ient' policy 
interventions to tackle negative externalities, from 
air pollution to fisheries depletion or wetland 
degradation, lo climate change. Yet, they both aim 
to address the same conundrum: how to 'optimise ' 
utility by pursuing the underlying economic activity 
while reduc ing its negative side effects. It is an 
optimisation problem. Whereas the utility of 
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reducing negative side effects may change over 
time, for example, as a result of the higher 
importance attached by the population to an 
environment of a certain quality, the policy issue 
remains one of optimisation. 

Similarly, while the techniques used over time 
(e.g. market mechanisms rather than the crude 
regulation o f the nine teenth century) may purport to 
come closer to the 'optimum ' allocation, the overall 
problem is framed as one of o ptimisation . That is 
fundamentally inaccurate , at least for the scale of 
transformation required to defuse the Earth-shaping 
impact o f humans on the environment, but before 
showing why it is important to further c larify the 
o ld, yet still prevailing, framing. 

If the vantage point that we have used in the 
preceding paragraph may appear excess ive ly broad, 
a deep dive into the granularity of hi storical 
processes may assuage those justified concerns. A 
strand o f French hi storiography on industria l 
pollution, based both on prefectural archives 
(conse il s d'hygiene e t de salubrite) as well as on 
judicial and industrial archives shows that the 
French administration was highly accommodating 
with industrial polluters, even after the enactment of 
the 1810 Decret sur Les etablissements classes. 2 

J.-B. Fressoz recounts the specific case of soda 
ash plant established in 1854 in Salindres (Gard), in 
France, which for almost twe nty years operated 
without regulatory control on the basis of voluntary 
compensatory payments made to the surrounding 
landowners, until in 1871 , a fl ood of judicial 
ac ti ons, prompted the administration to send 
inspectors.3 Fressoz shows that such informal 
practices, characteri sed by private hori zontal 
arrangements, sometimes formalised in contracts 
and/or leading to private actions, only led to 
regulatory interve ntion on a case-by-case bas is and , 
more importantly, this ' pay to po llute' approach was 
de liberate si nce the incepti on o f the 18 10 Decree. 
He concludes that., despite the purported novelty of 
the polluter-pays princ iple in the early 1970s, 
presented by reference to the terminology of 
' negative externalities ' as ' market fa ilures' to be 
corrected hy marke t mechanisms, the bas ic 
approach rema ins tha t of pay ing to pollute4 or, in 
the terminology we use here, to preserve the 
transaction's core while mitigating its negative side 
effects or ex te rnalities. A converging account is 
prov ided by hi storians who study the case law of 
mid nine teenth century Eng land . Brenner shows that 
nuisance law was applied differently to individuals 

and factories and hardly applied at all to 
quasi-public (chartered) enterpri ses and that, in a ll 
events, there was no systematic prosecution of 
public nuisances.5 Dingle observes that, even afte r 
the 1863 Alkali Act brought manufacturers of soda 
ash and potash (together called alkali ) under State 
oversight, mainly to protect the property of large 
landowners,6 the regulator soon became captured 
and prosecutions o f alkali manufacturers were rare.7 

The focus on only two countries and, even 
more specifically, on the alkali industry, however 
important it may have been for the glass, paper, soap 
and tex tile industries, may now seem too granular. 
Between the ' macro' view offered earlie r and thi s 
' micro' account, the di agnostic of environmental 
law as the law o f negative ex ternalities can also 
be derived from mid-range (meso) accounts. Thanks 
to a fi ve-year project which brought together 
contributions of over fifty di sting ui shed colleagues, 
a comparative map of e nvironmenta l law 
as an overall techno logy has now been developed.8 

From thi s mapping exerc ise, it appeared very c learly 
that there are significant commonalities across 
environmental law systems, particularly at the 
leve l of policy instruments. These can be organi sed 
under four broad headings: command-and-control 
regulation (including planning processes, protection 
of sites, and standards), market mechanisms 
(taxation and trading sche mes), informational 
techniques (environmental impact assessment, 
public partic ipation, and labelling) and injury-based 
mechanisms (liability regimes, human-rights 
approaches). These different techniques have 
e merged over time and are not used to the same 
ex tent in each country. It is remarkable, however, 
that none of them are designed to inte rfere with 
the underlying transaction. That is partic ularly c lear 
for corrective market mechanisms, informational 
techniques and ex-post fac to techniques, but also of 
the most traditional embodiments of a 'command
and-control' policy intervention, site protection 
and licensing/standards. True, unlike other policy 
instruments, the latter techniques often introduce 
prohibitions making certa in transactions (e.g. 
mining in a protected area or the production o f toxic 
che mica ls) unlawful. But even these techniques 
have ei ther been arplied in an accommodating 
manner, as in nineteenth century France 
and Bri tain, or made more ' efficient ', through 
the use of market mechani sms in conservation 
law9 or the possibility of commercia lising 
dangerous substances on the basis of a 
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' risk management' assessment. IO From an industri a l 
and, more generally, production perspecti ve, such 
environmental law systems are perceived as ' red 
Lape' or, in olher words, hurdles and requirements 
which, however, rarely prohibit a given 
lransaclion; lhey only place ouler bounds on lhe 
ability lo conducl it. Whether one 's characleri salion 
is lhat of ' red Lape' or thal o f minimal adequate 
safeguards, lhe perception is generally correct. 
The syslem is not des igned to block the underl ying 
transac tion (as , for example, encroachments 
on private property are deemed simply unlawful ), 
only lo ' regulate' its negati ve side effects. 

What the un folding environmental c ri sis has 
emphas ised is that such side effects - ' negative 
externalities' - can be monstrous, reaching 
geological proportio ns with cl imate change and 
biodiversi ty loss, amongsl other problems. ll thus 
becomes somewhat grotesque to see them as 'side' 
effects, as mere marg inal problems generated by an 
otherwise properly functioning market. If 
production processes and markets are fa iling at a 
geological scale, how can they remain the core of 
what law organises, whereas the failings are 
regulated by a peripheral layer of 'envi ronmental 
law' ? We formulate thi s question in these normative 
and somewhat polemic manner to set the stage for 
next sectio n, where we hope to show why a purely 
normative c ritique is nol suffi cient lo change thi s 
framing in a reali st, effecti ve and/or fai r manner. 

2. The Normative Critique 

The normative cnllque of production and 
consumption processes, whether organised under 
capita li sm or soc ialist planned economies, has deep 
roots ranging from the many strands of what was 
later termed 'environmenta l ethics', 11 to a diverse 
body of sc ientific work emphasising the 
interconnectio ns between human activity and the 
natural world through bio-geo-chemical cycles 
(embodied in concepts such as the biosphere, Gaia, 
the Anthropocene or planetary boundaries), 12 to 
more targeted criticisms of environmentally unequal 
exchange 13 or the economic growth paradigm 14 or, 
conversely, more general accounts of ethical 
standards for techno-sciences. 15 

Environmenta l law has rarely featured in such 
normative accoun ts, other than peripherally or in 
passing . But some legal scholarship has drawn upon 
such accounts to e mit a critic ism of environmental 

law. One line of argument, in a volume ed ited by A. 
S. Garmestani , C. R. Allen, focuses on the limi ted 
adaptability of environmenta l law as a technology lo 
regulate ecological systems.16 The critique aims, 
above all , lo refi ne the technology to make il be 
adapted, indeed adaptable, to :he specifici ties of 
ecological systems. Other lines of work focus, 
instead, on the need lo strengthen, sometimes 
reconceive environmental law, whether al the level 
of principles or constitutional prov isio ns or, more 
generally, as regards the very conception of whal 
law ' should' achieve or aim fo r. Some illustrations 
are lhe works of N. Robinson on a 
reconceptuali zation of suslainabilily th rough certain 
key principles, such as cooperation, nature 
stewardship, res ilience, fores ight, suffic iency, 
we ll-being, and j usti ce, 17 lhal of R. Steinberg on 
ecological consli tulionalism, 18 or that of K. 
Bosselmann 19 on the defini tion o f an ecological rule 
of law. More recentl y, lhe Anthropocene narrati ve 
has also attracted some attention fro m other legal 
scho lars, in part icular D. Vidas,20 L. Kotze21 and 
one of us,22 with the a im to understand the 
implications of lhis proposed new epoch of the 
geological timescale for law. These and other 
works23 address, fro m different perspectives, the 
shortcomings of law, including environmental law, 
to ri se to the environmental challenges we face 
today. The cri tique is normative in that it highlights 
the ineffectiveness and/or un fai rness of modern law 
when seen from an environmenta l light. But lhe 
very normative character, in some cases ambitiously 
stated, comes al lhe price of realism. 

It is certainly nol unthinkable thal a normative 
critique o f a legal system may lead to radical 
change, as lhe abolition of slavery in the XIX 
century shows. Such abo lition marked the end of a 
tri angular system of trade that had in many ways 
served as the engine of the Eng lish industrial 
revo lution,24 alt.hough remnants of slavery lingered 
on for over a century and, a las, they have not 
disappeared. A different, allhough te lling example 
of how a non-economic value (not ari sing lhis time 
from a fully-fl edged normative critique) may intrude 
inlo the very core of production and consumption 
processes is offered by the lock-down measures 
adopted in most countries in respo nse lo the 
COVID-1 9 pandemic o f 2020. Other radical 
measures reaching the transaction's core have been 
adopted in revolutionary periods, in the form of 
massive land reform programmes or resource 
nalionali salions. Such processes are unrelated, on 
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their face and their tri ggers, to environmental 
protection, but they illustrate that normative reasons 
can lead to widespread and sometimes radical 
changes of soc ial organisation. Yet, three main 
aspects set the unfolding environmental crisis apart. 

The first is the unprecedented geological scale of 
the problems ari sing from human activity. This is 
not a matter of importance, as it is not possible to 
introduce a hierarchy o f importance between largely 
' incommensurable' challenges such as climate 
change, global health security and/or the fight 
against racial discrimination. Such 
incommcnsurability is one of the reasons why it is 
simply impossible to 'optimise' utility, as that 
entails allocating a value (using the same metTics) to 
matters as different as racial discrimination, c limate 
change, poverty eradication, and the like, which 
could then be used as the basis for a calculation of 
optimisation. Technically, that is not difficult. One 
can always artifi cially (and arbitrarily) ascribe 
values and portray the exerc ise as 'objective' or 
'sc ientific' . Normatively, it is impossible. And the 
overall outcome of the optimisation exercise has as 
lillle value as the initial quantification. But, 
although not more important, the scale of the 
problem remains truly unprecedented because the 
bio-geo-chemical processes that sustain life on the 
biosphere are being interfered with at a planetary 
scale. 

The second concerns the lack o f clarity of the 
diagnostic. However complex the management of a 
pandemic may be, a key aspect of the solution can 
be at least imagined in the form of a vacc ine, which 
would be rolled out in a relati vely short period o f 
time (months to years). Similarly, however complex 
the roots of racial di scrimination may be, a clear 
first step - driven by normative considerations - is 
to remove any entrenchment of racial inequality in 
the law, fo llowed by both empowerment of 
oppressed communities, education to eliminate 
racial biases and enforcement o f equality laws and 
accountability. There are examples where the 
problem has been, if not solved, at least pos itively 
addressed. B y contrast, the env ironmental cri sis 
un folding before our very eyes stems from too many 
different rool causes, which human societi es do not 
yet seem ready to do away with . Hence the overall 
structure of environmental law as the law of 
negati ve externalities, a law which takes as its 
starting-point the preservation of the processes that 
it aims to keep within certain bounds. Such bounds 
have either grossly misunder tood human impacts 

on the biosphere or been fine-tuned since their 
inception fo llowing different parameters, economic 
ones, which themselves set the bounds for the 
bounds set by environmental regulation. B oth the 
abolition o f slavery and lock-down measures broke 
such bounds. 

The third aspect stems from the latter 
ob ervation. Environmental protection, much like 
human dignity or health protection, normatively 
requires the possibility of breaking economic 
bounds, at least in some cases. Stating that 
environmental protection must be achieved without 
interfering with production and consumption 
processes, as they are presently organised and al 
their present sca le, would be much like caring for 
slaves ' welfare without abolishing slavery. Yet, 
g iven the sca le of the problem and the lack o f a clear 
di agnostic, most o f the actions to be taken are not 
clear-cul and may, indeed, be counter-productive. 
Guidance is needed on 'deciding how Lo decide' .25 

This is where the mis- framing of environmental law 
as an optimisation technology - whether crude or 
sophisticated - becomes significantly misleading 
and hence a maj or, perhaps the main obstacle to 
align realism, effectiveness and fa irness. 

3. From 'Optimising' False certainties to 
'Steering' Under True Uncertainty 

The future of environmentally-relevant policy 
interventions lies in rev isiting how decisions on 
transformational actions are assessed. The 
expression 'environmentally-relevant policy 
interventions' is se lected to emphasise two main 
dimensions. First, many policy decisions - well 
beyond the sub-set usually ca lled 'environmental ' -
are relevant, sometimes crucial, for environmental 
protection. TL is obvious that economic policy is 
environmentally-relevant. Similarl y, policies 
concerning population, education, energy, 
agTiculture, planning, regional development, etc. , 
arc all clearly relevant for environmental protection. 
Secondly, the reference to 'policy interventions' is 
intended to bring back the role of the State not just 
to correct a 'market failure ' through an instrument 
aiming to internationalise the cost of a negative 
exlernality or otherwi se regulate its effects, but Lo 
steer socio-economic processes in certain broad 
directions. This requires not only getting rid of the 
taboo surrounding industrial policy, long entertained 
by proponents of pure market action, but also 
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reconceptuali sing the role of State in 'steering' the 
sustainability transitio n, which cannot be envisioned 
as 'pic king the winners' who will then go on to 
optimise ' util ity' . In other words, it is the very idea 
that ' utility ' can be 'optimised ', whether throug h 
the marke t or through State intervention, wh ich is 
si mply not realistic enough. Environmentall y
relevant decision-malcing needs a much more 
realistic compass to nav igate the critical 2020-2030 
decade a nd beyond. What could that compass be? In 
order Lo c haracterise it, it is fi rst necessary to come 
back to the shortcomings of the current compass. 

The c urrent compass for dec ision-making as it 
concerns both environmental law and, more 
generally, envi ronmenta lly- relevant decision
mak ing is still entire ly shaped by the idea of 
transactio ns and externalities or, more generall y, by 
the conception tha t ' utili ty ' can be 'optimised '. This 
critiq ue has deep roots . A useful and concise 
overview of the critiques against a widely used tool 
embodying the idea of a llocative efficiency, namely 
cost-benefit analysis (CBA), is prov ided by our 
Cambridge colleague J. Aldred.26 At the simplest 
level, CBA assumes that all the possible outcomes 
of a given action and their probabilities can be 
objectively known. Both assumptions are untrue, 
and they are so to a poi nt that goes beyond the mere 
simpli ficatio ns necessaril y entailed by any 
theori sing; they make CBA unsuitable to represent, 
let a lone g uide, any policy seeking the 
transformatio n of an economy from 'brown ' to 
'green'. If by assumption, a ll possible outcomes are 
known, then there is no room to take into account 
the very processes of 'disruption' that so pervasive ly 
characte rise o ur present times. Such disruptive 
processes wo uld be at best random exogenous 
occurrences, not normal (representable) ones. 

If the set of outcomes s imply does not include 
potenti al major and di sruptive outcomes, how can 
one purport to objectively set the probabil ity of each 
outcome? And even 'assuming' that all possible 
outcomes are known (as a limited set of outcomes 
can only be fixed by assumption), their probabilities 
may simply no t be objecti vely ascerta inable or, in 
other words, they may fa ll within a broad range 
(e.g., be tween 50% and 0 .00000001 %) which 
makes them unsuitable to g uide action. Another 
major problem raised by the pretence that an 
allocati on could be found which 'optimises' overall 
' utility', is that o ne would have to measure widely 
di fferent interests and values, life, employment, 
biod iversity loss, air pollutio n, G DP, national 

security, health, etc. using the same metrics. Much 
has been written for example, on the social cost of 
carbon, which is in essence an attempt to force it 
into the narrow and s implistic lenses o f CBA. Jf you 
know the social cost of carbon, it is argued, you can 
'correct' its negative externalities so as to bring 
' utili ty ' to its 'optimum ' . As noted earlier, the 
problem with thi s and other reductions to a sing le 
metric is not one of ' technique ', it is one of 
fundamental uncertainty and incommensurabili ty. 
Measuring the social cost of carbon would require 
knowing all possible fu ture outcomes and the ir 
probabilities, which, as explained earlier, would 
assume away unknowable outcomes (those not 
considered) that may be dec isive (e.g. di sruptive) 
for the evolution of the system. Even assuming such 
fundamentall y uncertain outcomes away, measuring 
the social cost of carbon entail s reducing 
incommensurable values to one sing le metric 
(utility) through value j udgments, which tend to be 
hidden under an appearance of scienti fic objectivity 
and rigor. This can prov ide a basis for the 
determination of intrusiveness of environmentall y
re levant laws and polic ies. 

The bulk of our environmental law systems rest 
on this underl ying - normatively questionable and 
sc ientifical ly inaccurate - assumption. In addition to 
the challenges raised by uncertainty and 
incommensurabili ty, an additional problem lies in 
the fact that to accurately represent the dynamics of 
technology (e.g. lock-ins or, conversely, 
disruptions), it is necessary to take into account the 
aggregate dynamics of a system. There are 
properties of systems that are only displayed at the 
level of the system, not of the units. Th is has been 
known for at least a century, a lthough the 
managerial disciplines, such as economics and law, 
seem to have remained impervious to this insight. 

A better compass should be capable of accurately 
representing and guiding environmentally-relevant 
laws and policies that achieve the immense 
socio-economic transformations that must occur in 
the critical 2020-2030 decade. We need to change 
the way in which we 'decide how to decide'. In a 
world where one could perfectly predict the future, 
deciding the level of effort to mitigate industrial 
activ ities as that which is made economical by the 
level of damage that these activ ities may cause in 
the future may seem appealing. The problem, 
however, is that the value of such future damage is 
not a re liably knowable quantity. It is characterised 
by such uncertainty that it is not usable in scientific 
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analysis . The e mpirical burden o f CBA and 
optimisation melhods in general is therefore so great 
Lhat, in praclice, data is frequently dec ided by 
convention rather than empirically measured (e.g. 
the UK carbon valuation27 ), and thus debatable as a 
scientific method. Moreover, optimisation is itself 
not an empirically validated scie ntific description of 
the observed behaviour of very many natural or 
human systems, if any. That we should allow 
decision-makers to consider that economic systems 
can be optimised g ives them a false sense of control 
and knowledge. 

IL is also notable that the choice of information to 
include in CBA is itse lf generally a normative 
choice, and Lhis politicises the work of analysts, 
while Lhe legitimacy lies with the decision-maker. In 
particular, the requireme nt of estimates of 
probabilities for outcomes may lead to the inclusion 
or omission of uncertain variables and processes, 
;where knowledge is scarce. In the case of climate 

~ change, climate damages are typically included 
while the benefits of innovation are not, and this 
happe ns more by convention than for any sc ientific 
reason. Innovation generally opens options for 
economic prosperity, but by definition , the outcomes 

,;of innovative activities cannot be known 
probabilistically. If only well characterised 
quantities are used in CBA, then a status quo bias 

· arises due to the present system being naturally 
better characterised than the system towards which a 
transition is des ired. This is a s imple refl ection of 
fundame ntal uncertainty. 

Any alternative to CBA and optimisation methods 
should invo lve at the core a recognition of 
fundame ntal uncertainty, and thus test the empirical 
re liability o f quantities used . In a political and 
economic c ulture in which CBA cannot be eas ily 
rooted out or re placed as a compass (for example , 
the Anglo-American world), Lhe most reali stic 
approach would be to genera li se it into a 
Ri s k-Opportunity Analysis (ROA), which avo ids Lhe 
above scientific integrity problems. A ROA 
approach takes a starting-po int that the future is 
intrinsica lly no t knowable with probabilities and 
that the best o ne can realistically do is to carry out 
both ri sk and opportunity assessments to guide 
decision-making. This is nol an optimisable 
problem . When recognising fundamental 
uncertainty, the direction of the transformation of 
any institutio n or system, notably an economic or 
technology system, is itself uncertain , and therefore 
the focus shifts from attempting to determine the 

exact outcome of decisions towards attempting to 
ide ntify the direction of travel they set in motio n. 
This approach avoids Lhe false sense of precis ion 
generated by the use of CBA and 
optimisation-based approaches, and it allows 
dec ision-makers to appreciate what worse and best 
case scenarios can emerge from decisions. For 
example, are the (unquantifiable) ri sks of extreme 
detrime ntal outcomes (e.g., a fin ancia l cri sis or, 
eve n worse, e nvironmental collapse) worth taking, 
against the opportunities generated by successfully 
setting in motion a trans ition in approximately the 
desired direction (environme ntal resilience and 
economic performance based on green sectors)? 

4. Conclusion 

Returning now to e nvironmentally-re levant laws 
and policies, one may ask whether mainstreaming a 
ROA approach (replacing or generali sing CBA) 
requires an overhaul of our legal systems or only of 
our understanding of the ir operation? The answer to 
such question is that a radical change in our 
understanding is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition and that an entire overhaul of legal 
systems is not necessary. What would be necessary 
and could be sufficient is a change of understanding, 
which finds expression in key areas of legislation 
and policy-making, so as to steer - on the basis of a 
more accurate and sophisticated understanding of 
the role of law as a technology - the soc io-economic 
processes in an overall desirable (no t optimal) 
direction, trying as much as poss ible to avoid 
di sastrous outcomes (whether known or 
unknown/unknowable) , while increasing the 
resilie nce (reducing Lhe ' brittleness') of the syste m. 
That may possibly be achieved without a 
fundamental overhaul of legal systems, but it will 
necessarily require acceptance tha t, whe n necessary, 
policy interventions will interfere wilh the heart of 
an underlying transacti on. 

An example, to make these concepts more 
understandable, can be investme nt. in fossil fuels. 
Po lic ies that preserve or even encourage continued 
investment in fossil fuel s drive soc io-economic 
systems in a questionable direclion, not only in 
terms of emissio ns of greenhouse gases but also in 
Lerms of economic/unemployme nt exposure 
resulting from an ailing sector. Continued support in 
some cases (very high-cost producers with limited 
capacity for diversification of their economies, o r 
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even high-cost producers in diversified economies 
but where the fossil-fuel sector has a decisive 
political impact) may lead to disastrous results (the 
shut-down of an entire sector of the domestic 
industry, with the associated economic, social and 
political costs). The more the industry becomes 
dependent on costly direct or indirect subsidies, the 
more its brittleness (lack of resilience) increases, 
with a simple change of government or subsidies 
policy being enough to trigger the collapse. 

Environmentally-relevant laws and policies that 
steer the situation away from such direction of travel 
would certainly interfere with the underlying 
transaction, but doing so would be desirable 
econom ically, socially and environmentally. 
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